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1. The Report

David Hilbert's (1862-1943) so-called Zahlbericht of.7897,2 which appears
here for the fi.rst time in English, was the principal textbook on algebraic
nmber thmry for a period of at least thtty years after its appearance. Emil
Artin, Helmut Hasse, Erich Hecke, Hermann Weyl and mmy others learned
their nmber thmry ftom this book. Even beyond this immediate impact
Hilbert's Zahlbericht hr serued as a model for many standard textbooks on
algebraic number theory through the preent day---<f. for instance Samuel's
little book,3 or the fust chapter of Neukirch's textbook.a As a matter of frct,
except for minor details (se Section 4 below), at least the first two parts of
Hilbert's text can still today pass for m excellent iotroduction to classical
algebraic number theory.

But even though Hilbert's presentation definitely left its mak on this ma-
terial, the text does remain a Bericht,i.e., a report, commisioned as it was by
the D euts che M othematiker- Vereinigung (D.M.V., the German Mathemati-
cal Society), on the state of the thory around 1895. Duing the first yees
of its edstence, the commissioning of comprehensive reports on all puts of
mathematics was an important part of the activities of the D.M.V. The first
ten volumes of the Joht'esbericht contain thirteen such reports. David Hilbert
and Hermann Minkowski were asked to write a joint report covering all of
number theory. Eventually Hilbert and Minkowski decided to split the report,
and it wm agreed that Minkowski's part should cover the elementary aspects
of number theory like continued fractiom, quadratic forms and the geometry

lTtli6o* would like to thmk Ren6 Schoof for helpful comments during the
prepuation of this introduction.

'? D. Hilbert, Die Thu'ie d,er algebmischen Zahlkilrper, Jahrebericht der Deut-
schen Mathematiker-Vereinigug A (1897), pp. 175-546, reedited ia D. Hilbert,
Gesammelte Abharullungen, vol. 1, Berlin, Heidelberg, etc.: Springer, 1932 (sa-
ond edition 1970), pp. 63-363. - A Flench edition appered in 1910 (in spiie of
its pdnted date): D. Hilbert, ThCorie des eorps d,e nombres alg4briques, iraAdt
ga M A Lewy (profseu au lyc& Voltaire), Annale de Ia Frcult€ de Science

^ 
de l'Univereit6 de Touloue, 1909, 3. fs.

' P. Smuet, Th4orie olg{briqre d,es nombres, Pris: Hemm, 1967.a J. Neukirch, Atgebmische Zahlentheorie, Heidelberg etc.: Springer, 1992.
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of numbers. But in the end, only Hilbert,s part was actually written. It is
interesting to compare Hilbert's Zahlbericht for imtance to the monumental
report by A. Brill and M. Noether ,bn the development of the theory of alge
braic functions in former and recent times,,'s which is much more obviouily
historically oriented than Hilbert's Zohlbericht, md much less of a systematic
introduction to the field. On the applied side, there was for exmple a report
on the development and the main tmks of the theory of simple frmeworks.o

Becau* it is above all a report, it is not in the Zohlberichl that one
6rds Hilbert's most importmt, original contributions to number theory-
although it does include Hilbert's proof of tbe Kronecker-Weber thmremi as
well m the thory of higher ramifrcation groups, i.e., Hilbert's development
ftom the early 1890s of Dedekind's arithmetic thmry of Galois extensions
of number fields. Indeed, Hilbert,s most inpressive original contribution to
number theory cme after the Zahlbericht; it was his conjctural mticipation
of most of the theorems of Class Field Thory, bmed on a remakably deep
analysis of the arithmetic of quadratic extensions of number fields. This worl
appeared in two articles, in 1899 and 1902. The reader interested in this
aspect of Hilbert's euwe will still have to rea.d German---se the first volume
of Hilbert's Gesommelte Abhandlungen and Hasse's appreciation of Hilbert's
nmber theoretical achievements therein.s

Coming back to the Zahlbericht, for Hilbert reporting on the state of alge
braic number theory did not mean writing m inventory of theorems ammsed
in the course of the nineteenth centuryg but rather the production of a con-
f, n. erifU. Uou the\, Bericht iiber die Entuicklung d,er Theorie d.er aeebmischen

F\nktionen in iilterer und, neuerer Zeit, jahrcbericht der Deutschen
_ Mathematiker-Vereinigug 3 (1892-93), pp. 102-S6b.
o L. Hemeberg, Bericht iiber d.ie Entwicklung und, die Hauptaulgaben der The_

orie d,er einlachet Fachwerke, Jahrebericht der Deutschen'-Mathematiker_
_ Vereinigung 3 (1892-93), pp. 567-599.
' For a reviry of ealy (purported) prooG of this theorem, se O. Nemm, ?uo

proofs of the Kronecker-Weber theorem ,'ocording to Krcneeker, and Weber,, J.
Reine Angew. Math. 323 (19€t), 105-126, in paticular p. 125, ud N. Schap
prcher, On the History ol Hilbert's Twelfth problem, I; pori$ 1900 _ Ziir;ch
1932:_The Comedy ol Enors, in: Mot*riow pwr t,histoift d,es mathimatiques
au.XX siCcle, Acte du colloque ir la m6moire de Jem Dieudomd (Nice, l9b6),

^ "S6minaira et Congr€s" 3 (1998), 243-223.
' D. Hilbert, Gesanmelte Abhand,lungen, vol. 1, Berlin, Heidelberg, etc.: Springer,

1970. Hme's note: "Zu Hilberts algebraisch-zahlenthrcretischen Arbeiien,; is
on pp. 52&535.

'g Thjs,m-ay be what the D.M.V. had in mind, re they certainly were awue of
H.J.S. .Srith's report on the thrcry of numbers [Collrcted Mathenatical papere
1, 36-_3641 prsented to the London Mathem8ti;al Society, which is u inw.lu-
able-docuent for myone intected in the nmber thory of the lgth centuy,but lrcks the coherence of Hilbert's Zahtbericht, - One should also mention
Paul Bahmm's work in five volume, the fifth volme of which wc already
written under the influence of Hilbert's Zahlbeicht: p. Brchmm, Zahlenthq_rte, Versuch einer Cesammtdarstellung, Leipzig: Teubner; vol. I, Die Elemente
der Zahlenthorie (1892); vol. II, Die Analytirc[e Zahlenthorie (1894); 

".1. 
ii,
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ceptually coherent theory, which would then also point the way to further
rffiech. It is bcause of this goal: to indicate, and thereby influence future
directiom of research, that Hilbert's undertaking is most ambitious, and most
open to criticism. Such criticism is of course esy to voice todan because we
can brc our judgement on mother one hundred years of number theoretic
res€arch. Still, it is neither futile, nor is it o priori unjust, to put Hilbert's
text into this perspective, because the Zahlbericht was precisely written with
the idea of stering the further development of the thmry.

2. Later Criticism

Probably the most outspoken criticism of tendencies expressed b tbe Zahtbe-
richt that has ben published by an eminent number theorist is due to Andr6
Weil and concerns specifically Hilbert's treatment, in the latter parts of the
work, of Kummer's arithmetic theory of the cyclotomic field of l-th roots of
unity, for a regular prime number l. In fact, Weil's introduction to Kummer's
Collected Papers begins:lo

The great number-thorists ofthe last century are a small and select
group ofmen. . . . Most ofthem were no sooner dead than the pub-
lication of their collected papers was undertaken and in due course
brought to completion. To this there were two notable exceptions:
Kumer and Eisemtein. Did one die too young md the other live
too long? Were there other reasons for this neglect, more personal
md idimyncratic perhaps than scientific? Hilbert dominated Ger-
man mathematics for many years after Kummer's death fin 1893].
More thm half of his famots Zahlberi,cht (uiz., parts IV and V) is
little more than an account of Kummer's number-theoretical work,
with inessential improvements; but his lmk of sympathy for his pre-
dmessor's mathematical style, and more specifically for his brilliant
use of padic analysis, shows clearly through many of the somewhat
$udging referencs to Kummer in that volume.

It seems difficult to provHr to disprove, for that matter-Weil's suspi-
cion that it was Hilbert's influence which prevented the timely publication of
Kummer's collmted papers. Hilbert and Minkowski in their correspondence

Die lrehle von der Kreistheilung (f872); vol. fV, Die Arithmetik der quadrati-
schen Formen (part 1, 1898; part 2, 1923); vol. V, Allgemeine Arithmetik der
Zah.lk<irper (1905).

ro E.E. Kummer, Collected, Papers, edited by Andr6 Weil, vol. 1, Heidelberg etc.:
Springer, 1975, p. 1.
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about the Zahlbericht-at a time when Miakowski wre still trying to con_
tribute his share to a more extensive report on number theory_deplore the
fact (and blame the Berlin Academy for it) that Eisenstein,s collected papers
had not been published.ll An malogous comment by Hilbert or Minkowski
about Kummer's collected papers is not known; irstlad, there is direct evi-
dence_ that Hilbert complained to Minkowski about how unpleasmt he foundi! 

19 have to work through Kummer's papers.r2 This is al-so evident in the
zahlbericht; for imtance in the preface: 'iI have tried to avoid Kummer's erab.
orate computational machinery, so that here too Riemann,s principle may be
realized and the proofs completed not by calculatiom but by pure tirougSl-." rs

Readers of the first generation, echoing Hilbert's announcement, have
praised the Zahlbericht in particular for having simplified Kummer.r4 Thus
tl: 

l yi*ry"H, B?* an David, Ililbert, mit Beitriisen tnd hercusseseben
uon^L. Ridenberg und H. Zassenhaus, Berlia, Heidelberi, Nw Vort<, Sprirge.,
L973, p. 72, Miakowski to Hilbert 12_4_1895: ;Eisensteiro"ileike gsmelt her_awzugeben, w;j,re wirklich eine pflicht ud awgefrihrt ein Verdieret; ud fiir d.ieBerliner Akademie wd,re e eine ewige und wohiverdienie S"h;L, wem jemmd

.^ sorut diffi Untemehmen mgriffe.'i
" se loc. cit , p 75f, Min-koroki to Hilbert 22-r-1896: ,,Ich bin doch etre zu spd,tm dre Referat gegilgen. Jetzt finde ich natiirlich viefe fiUshe probleme, von

{"":l.o g.*: schtin gewcen wiire, wem i"h 
"i" "rl"dict;;;;-iie JordmchenAUSrze slnd ergenilich recht inter*sut. Aber wem Dir schon die Kummerrchen

Rrchnungen unmgeaehm wilen, so wiirder die Jord;-;;; O;"rationen, sein
._ 'pour fixer le idde'Dir einen wahren Ekel einjagen.',13 D. Hilbert, Gesammelte Abhand,tmgen, uol. f , ie".Un, Heidelberg, etc.: Springer,1970, p. 67 (cf. p. X of rhe trrulaiion below): {ch'habe ," u?frt, a* g_o"0..rehnerischen Appaat von K'MMER zu rerm.ider, d*it auch hier der Grund-satz von RTEMANN veryirklicht wiirde, demzufolge mu die Beweise nicht durchRechnunge-n, sondem lediglich duch Gedmken-z.ing"" *lf.;j'1h" pictue ofRiemm that Hilbert alluds to here w 

"""tr.rin--f"u*-ii"in's cmpaign to
"tl"t:. fu"T?"" beyond compuison. For irotmce, ilein con-frontea niemmnw*n u*eretern, whom he calld a Fomelmeruclr, a mm of formuls. A nice tit
for tat is to be found in Cal Ludwig Siegel,s uticle 1ber Riemanw Nacllaf zuranalgti.schen Za&entheorieftom 1952.* C.L. Siegel, W"ifi, 

"arta Uy ihm
Itl^t*^t:l 3d. V"a8, New york, Berlin, 

"t"., 
Sp?i"g"r,-"oll i, p. zzo, *here

D.legel, dter hanug gone through fuemm,s fomidable hmduitten not6 onthe zeta irnction, remaks: ',The t"g"nd *cordir; l;;ht;-tu;;* found thereults of his mathmatical work vii,big general, ia"*, *iif,.ut *i"g the formal
,, tools of.malyss, dos not s@m to be reidepread -V -"i" * f. Xf"in,s time.,,-- nlbert's proofreader and friend Minkoreki, however, rc 16 enthsirctic whenhe read Hilbert,s treatment of Kummer,s th@.y f";'ihe;rs;iine: He foud thecalculations still rather ,,involved,', md Hilbert,s prooiofifre relfro"tty ta* ,,not

ecy to read." .._ se H. MinkomUg, BleJe an D.'HAAei, i1l B"it agen und he"_ausgegeben oon L. Rlaid.enbem und. H._Zusenhaw, n".f4 fi"ia-"iLg, New york:
Spriager, l9?3, p. 86: Minko:wski to Hilbert 1Z_1i_1'-94'{.]]'O"iette, habe i"hbereits-durchgeehen, bis zu der Stelte [uund glzoN- *o ;;;;g"" Rechru-gen mfmgen. Sie sind doch noch ziemlich 

"".*i"t"ii.,; *a-pls2, Minlowkito Hilbert 3t-t-1897: ,,Dein Beweis d6 Reiprozite;;;tzl f,t rucrrt leicht zuleen." M-intovski,s sub*quent sentence indicatc ttrit thls refem to the proofgiven in ggls$.'r61 of t\e zailbeic[r. At this p"itrt, rtli"il-"iJ-ay not have
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Hmse in 1932 mentions Kummer,s ,,complicated md Iess than trareparent
proofs", which Hilbert replaced by new ones.rs In 1951, however, Hmse added
aa afterthought describing the two ritral traditions in the history of number
theory: on the one hand, there is the Gauss-Kummer tra.dition which aims at
explicit, constructive control of the objects studied, and which was carried
on in particula by Kronecker and Hensel. The Dedekind-Hilbert tradition,
on the other hmd, aims above all at conceptual understanding. Although
less critica.l of the Zahlbericht than Weil, Hrse saw the need to plead for an
"organic equilibrium" of both approaches to number theory, as opposed to
the "domination" of Hilbert's approach.16

Emil Artin, in m addrms for a general audience given on the occasion
of Hilbert's 100th birthday in 1962, acknowledged thei,great simplification,,

--tilG--:."t that Hilbert wre going to give il altemative proof in !g166-171 ofthe ZaNbericht.
rs D Hilbert, Cesammelte Abhand,lutgen,voL l, Berlin, Heidelberg, etc.: Springer,

]9191,1 
t39, 

,"HrLBERr-gibt hier neue, von den mtindlichen uird wenij du-chl
srchtlgen fashnugen KUMMERs freie Beweise.',tu S_e_ H. Hue, Uler die Klusenzqhl abekcher Zahlkiirper, Berlin: Aka.demie
Verla.g, 1952; Reprint Berlin etc.: Sp^riager, 198S, p. VII j tiII: 

-,be. 
Sio, datii.,

da0 die explizite Beherschung de 
-Gegiretmae 'bls i; alle E;zeheiten mit deraxg€memen tbrtentwicklug der Theorie Schritt halten rcllte, wu bei Gausund speter vor allem noch bei Kumer in garo augepr,igter *eise vorhmden.... Unter dem behemchenden EinfuB, d; Hilbe; auf"die weitere Entwlck_lung der algebrai*hen Zahlenthorie mgenbt hat, i"t .i"a*f, Jier Siu mehrund mehr verlorengegugen. Es ist_ typisci fiir Hilberts ga"z auidc Allgemeineund Begrifliche, auf Existenz und Siruktu gerichtete; Oi*i"U""g, dig er in

seinem ZaNbericht alle mit der expliziten Bef,errschung de Gegerotande sichbefsenden lJntersuchugen und Ergebnise uo" Xu-=*"i-*J'mderen durchxurze Hrnweise oder Andeutungen abtut, ohne sich mit ihnen im einzelnen zubegf:iftiee1, wie er ja auch die mehr rechnerischen, to""l.Jtl"* 
""a 

daher derexpliziten ly9hfiih1ug leicht zugd.nglichen Beweismethoden Kmers systo
matisch und folgerichtig durch mehr begrilfliche, nunerisch schwerer zugdngiicheund kam kontrollierbare Schlu8weisn emetzt hat. Auct DeJetna mit siners.tuk begriflichen, schon tief im Aiomatische voretogendq Methodik hat mdieer. Entwicklug entsheidenden Anteil, wiihrenJ auia"i *a"." Seite diemehr koretruktiven Methoden von Kroneker una U"*"i die Iiummereche TYa_dition.weiterfiihren, sich aber gegeniiber dem beherrechenJ"o nlrnrs HitU""t"nur schwe! durclEetzen, bis don allerdiags in letzter Zeit entscheidende Er-folge gerade diaer Methodik den Boden fif at nii"n 

"n, 
,u Jinlm orguisct enGleichgewicht beider fuchrungen bereitet haben.,,

--lf.*l:q shae-jlce's point of view in his note Zur Vorgeschichte d,es.aotoenchts, rn: H.. Minkowski, Briele an D. Hilben, nil Beitrtiqen und, hercw_
2?_r:!"",:-!- aya_en!3.n und.H. Zusenhaw, Berlin, Heidelb-erg, New york:
:llfq"r, ts13, p. 17-21):.,,Anderereeits hat D. HTLBERT mit charakteristischer

:,:"K:j,:l:ri-1"i, tustorisch goehen. mir einer gewisen Eiroeirigkeit prakrischore uEzrpun der algebraischen Zahlkiirperthrcrie au dem historiich geg"ben"nMaterial heraumodelliert."
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that Hiibert achieved in presenting Kummer's results.rT According to OIga
Tbwky's rmollections, however, "it was only ... at Bryn Mawr, that Emmy
[Noether] burst out against the Zahlbericht, quotiag also Artin m haviag said
that it delayed the development of algebraic nmber thmry by decades."l8
We have no way of fu16ving what Emy Noether might have had in mind
when she made the remark remembered by Taussky, and we do not want to
sprculate on this. Let u look instead a bit more clo*ly at Hilbert's treatment
of Kummer's thmry

3. Kummer's Theory

The results of Kummer's theory which both Hilbert and Weil, in rare unison,
refer to as the highest peak of Kummer's number thmretic workrg were the
general reciprocity law for l-th power residues, in the case of a regula odd
prime aumber I, together with the theory of genera in a Kummer extemion of
Q(Q) which had to be developed along the way. Hilbert refers to both m the
arithmetic theory of Kummer fields. The general reciprocity law is first dealt
with in the Zahlbericht in $$154-165, based on Eisenstein's reciprocity law
which relates a rational to an axbitrily cyclotomic integer. The reciprocity
law md its Ergdnzungssiitze (complementary theorems) ile stated as Satz

161. Hilbert's presentation maka sytematic we of the power rmidue symbol
(see in particula the momentous and original Satz 150 ofthe Z&lbericht),
as well r the local Hilbert symbols. At the bad plrc* the latter ile given
explicitly by Kummer's logaithmic derivatives-see $131. Today we would
call this m "explicit reciprocity law," in the senre ofthe research development

t7 E. A.tin, Collected Popers, New York, Berlin, etc.: Springer, 1965, p. 549: Hil-
bert "mrchte durch gro6e Vereinfrchung die Ergebnisse Krmere einem grii8eren
Leerlceis zugiinglich."

18 See Enmy Noether, a tribvte to her lile and uor&, edited by Brewer md Smith,
M. Dekker 198f , p. 82, cf. p. 90. - Olga Tawky wre one of the young mathe
maticirc who helped with the editing of the fimt volume of llilbert's G esammelte
Abhandlungen. She clairu loc. cit- that Hilbert's original publicatioro were full
of erron of all kinds. But the only chmge made by the editoE of the coll$ted
works that we de awde of is the unfortuate repleement, in Hilbert's eti-
cle tber den Diri,chlet'schen biqtodmtischen Zah*iiryer lMath. Am. 45 (1894),
309-3401, of the somewhat unuual abbreviation "bzglf." for "beiiglichenfalls"
in Hilbert's original text, meaning "repctirely," by the word "beziiglich," which
meru "with rcpect to".

!s D. Hilbert, Cesommelte Abhatdfungen, vol. 1, Berlin, Heidelberg, etc.: Springer,
1970, p. 66 (p. X of the trrulation): "Es ist die Theorie dim Kummerechen
Kilrpers offenbu auf der Hiihe de heutigen sithmetischen Wissere die Su8emte
erreichte Spitze . . . " - E.E. Kwer, Colleted Papere, edited by Andr6 Weil,
vol. 1, Heidelberg etc.: Springer, 1975, p. 9: "This is the peak he [Krmer]
sighted for the fust time in Juuay 1848, and whore smmii he rerched ten
yeas later."
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given new impetus in the late 1920s by Artin and Hasse and which continues
to the prerent day.2o The product formula for the local Hilbert symbols, i.e.,
"Hilbert's reciprocity law," appears in this treatment almost negligently m
an auiliuy result, Satz 163 in $162.

However, once Hilbert has established all of Kummer,s theory, he sets out
afresh, in $5166-171, to reprove all of it, but avoiding this time Kummer's
explicit formu-le for the symbols at the bad places, md controlling them
instead via the product theorem, by information gathered at the primes not
dividing /. It may have ben espcially this second presentation of Kummer's
thsry that struck readers m a simplification, or at least 6 a way to get rid
of Kmer's computational approach. Weil's wholeale claim quoted above,
to the eftect that Hilbert had only ,,inessential improrements,' to offer on
Kummer's theory, doc not sem to do justice to Hilbert's double attempt
to come to gips with this theory, even though, of course, whether or not his
presentation is seen as m improvement over Kummer may be in the mind of
the beholder.

Working up towards his general reciprocity law, Kummer,s central achieve-
ment was to build up genus thmry for Kummer extensions of e((2). Accord_
ingly, genus theory plays a very importilt role in the Zahtbericht. This is
quite difierent from what we are used to nowadays: for instmce, the bools
by Samuel or Neukirch cited above never even mention genus thory. One rea-
son for its disappearance in our time was Chevalley's introduction of idlles,
which made it possible to develop clms field theory without going through the

20 P. F\rtwengler, Die Reziprczitdtsgesetze fiir potenreste mit prinzahlec?onenten
in alsebrcischen Zahlkiiryen I, il, IU, Mdth. Ann. 67 (1909), t-gt; Zi (tgtz),
346-386; 74 (1913), 4f3-429; T. Takagi, tlber das Reziprozit.itsgesetz in einen
b,eliebigen algebrcischen Za&kiiryey, J. of the College of Science iokyo   (1922);
Coll. Papere, 179-216; E. Artin & H. Hxe, Die beid,en Ergriuungssdtze zum
Rezippzitiitsgesetz d,er l -ten Potenzreste im Kiirper d,er t -tin Einieitswrzeln,
Abh. Math. Sem..Hmburg 6 (1928), 146-142; CoI. papem Artin (1965), 142-
158; H. Hse, Uber du Reziprodtiitsgesetz der n-ten potewreste, J. Rpite
Angew. Math. 158 (1927), 228-259; Math. Abh. I,294-325; K. Iwreawa, On
erplicit fomulu lor the non residue symbol, J, Math. Soc. Japan 20 (196g),
151-165; I. Shafrevich, A genercl reciprccity lau, Am. Math. Soc. Tfml. 4
(1956), 73-f06; J. Coate, A. Wile, Ezplicit reciprocity lous, Journ6e arithm.
gen 197q, As!6rr9oue 4r/42 (1977),7-rz; A. Wil6,'Higher reciprocity tows,
Am..Math..107 (1978), 235-254; A. Briickner, Ecplizitis Reziprczitiiigesetz
tnd, Anwendunge4 Vorleugen au dem Frchbereich Mathematik der Univer-
sitdt Esen, 1979; G. Heuiut, Svr les lois d.e r6.ciprocit6 erpliciles, J. ReineAngw. Math. 329 (1981), 177-208; B. perrin-Riou, Th1oie d'Iuuawo d.es
reprisentotiow p-ddigues sur w urps loul, Inventionc Math. 1li (1994), Sl_
149; K. K-ato, Cenenl explicit reciprccit! lqws; to appear in the forthcLminf nretvolme of-the Koreu journal: Advmced Studie in-Mathematia; re wel L re
cent unpublished work by P. Colmez, m well re by F. Cherbonnier & p. Colmez
It?..qpg* in Jounal AMSI. - With th€ lrot papers, history hro come aoud
Iutl crrcle- m that the ,,explicit,' laws have themselve been absorbed into a new
general abstr&t th@ry.
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notorious index calculus of the ideal-theoretic approach via genus thmry.2r
Let us take a closer look at how genus theory is treated in Hilberl's Zahtbe-
richt.

Genus thmry has chmged dramatically since it was created by Gauss
(who himself followed in the footsteps of Euler and Lagrange).22 Giren an
extension K/,b of number fields, we cm define the genus clms group of K u
the frctor group of the ideal class group of K corrsponding by class field
theory to the extension FK/K,wherc F is the maximal abelim extersion
of k such tbat FK /K is unrmifred. Genus theory in Hilbert,s Zahlbericht ts
the special cree where K /k is a Kumer extension of prime degree /, with
f : Q(Q) a regula cyclotomic field.

Whereas Kummer, in the tradition of Gauss and Dirichlet, u*d the power
reidue slmbol to define genera,23 Hilbert built his theory on the norm residue
symbol. Using the concept of factor groups (which Hilbert is so successful in
avoiding as a theoretical notiotr{e below), his definition2a boils down to
the following: Let / be an odd prime, k be a number field containing the group
p. of (,-th roots of unity, assume that the class number h of /c is not divisible
by I, md let K : k(.1/p) be a Kummer extension of &; assume moreover that
the class number lz of /c is not divisible by I and let h. be an integer such that
/rh* = 1 mod t. Let p7,.. ., F, denote the primes of ,t that ramify in K / k, and
defineahomomorphismX : kx 

- 
ptrbytherulea* {(?i), ,(#)}

Let X(E) denote the image of the unit group E of frx undei X, and define
the homomorphism 1 from the group of invertible ideals of K to ptrlx(E)
bv putting XV) : X(a) X(E), where o is a generator of the piincipal
id,eal NalpA^h- . This is clearly well defined, md ideals of K having the sme
image under 1 are said to belong to the same genus. The kernel of 1 is called
the principal genus. The fact that norms ile norm residues implies that each
genus is a collection of ideal classes.
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This definition is also valid for l. =2 and equiualence in the usual senseif one is willing to use infinite-primes; these were, howerer, introduced byHilbert only alter lis Zahlbericftf was written.25

- The main problem of genus theory wm to frnd a formula for the number
9f Sen-er1. Tiaditionally, this is accomplished by proving a lower md m upper
bound which are called the first and the seconj inequality, respectively (these
are special cases of the conesponding inequalities of class field theory).

Lo :e tle connectioD of genrrs thmry with the general reciprocity law,
recall Gaw's second proof of the quadratic recipro-city law: Let t denote
the number of distinct primes dividing the discriminant of *. Then the firsti:11:!.v.glg".lus theory gays that there are at most 2r-r genera, i.e., that
#Cl+(k)/Cl+(fr), < 2r-r. Using this information, u.p"".irt case of thequadratic reciprocity law can be proved as follows. Let p : I mod 4 andg be odd primes md assume that (p/q): +t Then g splits in /c:61.711.
and by the first inequaliry k hre odd iiass number A. ft"s tfr, i. th;;';;
of an integer.from k, md comidering this equation as a congruence modulop yteld,s (+qh/p): *1; but since (-tlp) : *1 and i ;;;, this implies(q/p): +t.

Kummer's line of attack was similar (the basic idea in both proofs is the
obserration that norms tre norm residues modulo ramified primes), but he
soon found26 that the first inequality would not 

"uffic" 
fo, Jproof. In fact,

Kummer's m well m Hilbert,s 6rst iroof (see gt60 ot tn" ZintOeA"nty Aotn
use. that_the number of genera in certain extensions is exactly /. The thre
main differencs of the proofs are:

1. Kummer's proof uses the firet supplementary law, which he had derived
earlier using cyclotomy,2T whereas Hilbert can do without it.

2. Kummer works in a certain subring of the ring of integers Or of the
^ {lT*". extensions K; Hilbert tramfers the wh-ole theor"y to C26.
3. Although Kummer occasionally derived necessary conditions for an inte_

ger in & to be a norm from K, the thmry of the norm residue symbol is a
genuine rchievement of Hilbert, and it is here that he goes beyond Kum_
mer: se e.g. Satz 162, which is a special case of Hasse,s norm theorem.

25 D. Hilbert, Uber die Theorie der relotiv-Abelschen Zahlkijryer,Gesmmelte Ab.
.. hadlungen I, 483-509, in puticular $6.
'o "W9Ben diqc Uretude reicht auci der gefuadene Satz, daB die Anzahl derwirklichen Genero nicht $iiger ist, als der"Ate i"ff a* Jraai"f,"., ;;ht *;sondern c isr niithig, da8 die Aroahl d". *irkti,"h;; ce;;; genau getundenwerde, wozu andere prinzipien erford"rU"t 

"i"J, 
J-*"l-"ir"-Ciu-O ,* ergriird.ngdieer wichtigen Flage frir die quadratjschen foi-"" *g*"J" , n",,:1ti"r-)lialtsemeinen Reciprccitiiksesetie der potenliii-, dJfi;;;;;"." r, 6zg-.682,

^_ 
in paticulil p. 6821.

"''\, rd zwa uter einem erheblichen Aufwande von Rechnug,,, re Hilbert remarksin 9161.

?1 Se for irotmce Hrce's Zahlbericht, I g6, p. 23-24; Ia, gl0, gg12-16. 
- Helmut

Hme's follow-up to Hilbert's Zahhericht, also called .Has;s Zahlbericht,,' ap
p9T4 il llu€ p{ts [Put I, Jahrebericht D.M.V. s5 (1926), r-SS; put Ia,
ibid. 36 (1927), 233-311; put II, Ergd,uugsbud 6 (1930), r-2011. It iontaim
a prwntation of Takagi's clru field theory including Artin,s reciprocity law md

_^ F\rtwingler's principal ideal thrcrem, which appwed j6t in time for incluion.
" 9T 9 S ,C Frei, On the d.euelopment of the genw group in numberfeids, Am. Sci.

f{a$. Qu..be9 3 (1979), 5-62. For modern prseBtatiorc of gere th@ry se the
loot5s of p Zagler.Izetafunktionen tnd qtadmtische K6rtir. Eine e;iltinrung
in die hiihere Zohtentheorie, Berlin, Heidelberg, etc.: Spiinger, l9g1] for the
quadratic md A. ftiihlich lCentrol *teuiorc, Galois groups, and, iiql clus

-^ 
grotps of number feld.s, AMS 1983.1 for the general ee.

23 E.E. Kum*er, Aber die aLlgemeinen Reciprccitiitsguetze der potenmste, CoL
- leted Papers I, 673-687, in puticula p. 678.
2a Se. Zahlbericht, !66 mj $8i for quadiatic fields ud equivalence in the usualild strict sense, repectively, md $150 for Kummer fields.
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4. A Few Noteworthy Details

Let us now look more closely at a few places where Hilbert's treatment in the
Zahlbericht differs ftom what one is used to today. The frrst such instance
occurs when Hilbert proves the unique frctorization ofideals into prime ideals
in the ring of integers of m algebraic number field via Lmpold Kronrcker's
theory of forms and Dedekind's so-called "Prague Theorem"-ft 555-6.28
Hilbert does, however, also point out alternative proofs ofthis key reult, at
the end of $6.

Since we are today looking brck on the Zohlberi,cht from a distance of 100
yeus, a few proofs there strike us as somewhat roundabout. For instmce, in
the proof that precisely the prime divisors of the discriminmt ae rmified
as well m in his discussion of the splitting of primes, in particular of those
dividing the discriminant of a generating polynomial (see $$10-13 of the Zail-
6enclzt), Hilbert switches again from Dedekind's ideal-thmretic language to
Kronrcker's theory of forms. Modern proo& built upon Hensel's padic thmry
may be more appealing.

A special feature of Hilbert's Zohlbericht which the unsuspecting reader
may not be prepared for is the very uneven usage of notions from abstract
algebra. Thus, while the notion of fields and their arithmetic is at the very
heart of Hilbert's concept of algebraic number thmry, and even though Hil-
bert rees the word "(Zahl)ring" for orders in algebraic number frelds, this
must not be taken as evidence that Hilbert employs here parts of our current
algebraic terminology the way we would do it; rather than referring to a
general algebraic structure,2s the word "ring" is used for sets of algebraic
integers which form a ring in our modern sense of the word. Similarly, but
much more obviously for the modern reader, Hilbert does not have at his
disposal general abstract notions from group theory that could unify the
discussions of situations that we imediately rtrognize x analogom.3o Most
striking is the absence from the Zahlbericht ofthe notion ofquotient groups.3r

* n". *. U*f.gtound of this {gment, w H.M. Edwuds, The Cenuis of ldal
Theory, Archive Hist. Exet Science 23 (1980), 321-378; here in paticula:
setion 13, pp. 364-368.

2e According to I. Kleiner, From numbers to ings: the @rl! history of ring theory,
Elem. Math. 53 (1998), 18-35, the modern diomatic definition of a field is due

-_ 
to Steinitz (1910), that of a ring to Ftrenkel (1914) ud Sono (1917).

ru This omision s€ms to be deliberate: in his letter from 2l-7-1896 (loc. cit.),
Minkowski suggcted that the incluion of a few lemmc on Abelim groups in
!100 would allow the reader to enjoy Hilbert's proof of the theorem of Kronecker-
Weber without distrmtiorc ["Dmit der Leser zu einem viillig ungetiirten
Genwe dwlben kome, miichte ich empfehlen, die gebrauchten Hilfrsetze
iiber Abelsche Gruppen mit Andeutungen ihrer Beweise vorueg in !100 zu
absolviren."l

3r F-to. groui" *ere fust defined by O. H,tilder, Zwickfiihrung einer olgebmischen
Gleichung auf eine Kette oon Gleichungen, Math. Am. 34 (1889), 26-56; they
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Thus, when we would say that "G/I/ is cyclic of order h," Hilbert hm to write
elaborate prore: "the members of G me each obtained precisely once when
we multiply the members of II by 1, g, . . . ,gn-r where g is a suitably chosen
member of G"(see e.g. Zahlbericht, Sdtze 69, 71 md 75).

Contrry to thse points, which, from our %ntage point, may be consid-
ered as shortcomings, but which the Zohlbericht sha.res with most other texts
on the subject before Hecke's book from 1923, some other unusual features
of the text have to be counted among its pearls. In fact, theorems 89-94 may
be regarded as the fust highlight of.the Zahlberichl. Here Hilbert did "point
the way to further research."

Hilbeft's Satz 89 says that the ideal class group is generated by the classes
of prime ideals of degre 1. In the special case of cyclotomic fields, this result
is due to Kummer.32 It is a very special cree of the demity theorems of class
field theory, such m Chebotarev's, but it is accessible without anall'tic meth-
ods. Already Max Deuring33 remarked that this thmrem has ben somewhat
neglected. This is also demonstrated by the fact that Hilbert's proofof this
theorem has not been simplified in 100 years. Even worse: it was only in 1987
that Lawrence Wrehington3a noticed a gap in it - which is, however, emy
to 6x.

Hilbert's Satz 90. Againit wm Kummer3s who discovered (in the special cme
of Kuimer stensiom of Q((p)) what is probably the most famous thmrem
from the Zohlbericht.It is hadly n€ssuy today to recall that E. Noether
generalized Satz 90 considerably; in cohomological formulation, her result
reads Ifl(G,Kx) : 1, where K/k is a normal extension of number fields

ue diswed in Weber's Algebrc 2, Braurochweig 1896, but authors rmging all
the my from Heinrich Weber himelf (Ueber Zohlengmppen in algebrcischen
Kiirpen, Malh. Ann. 4E (1897), 433-473) to Erich Hcke (Vorlesungen iiber d,ie
Theorie der olgebroischen Za&en, Leipzig 1923, where Chapters II md III ue
devoted to Abelim groups) foud it nrceary to explain to their readers the
coacept ofgroups in general, md offrutor groups in puticulu. - See L. Corry,
Mod,en olgebm ond, the rise of mathematical stnctvres: Science Networks, vol
17, Breel, Boston (Birkhdwr) 1996, in paticula Chapter III, for m extemive
dixsion of Hilbert's position in the development of modern abstrrct algebra.

32 E.E. Kummer, lber die Zerlegung d.er aw Wurzeln d,er Einheit gebildeten com-
plaen Zahlen in ihre PimfoWoren, Collcted Papers I, 211-251, in pdticular
pp.241-243.

33 In M. Deuing, Neter Beweis d,es Bauerschen Sotzes, J, Reine Angew. Math.
173 (f935), 1--4, one reads in reference to Satz 89: "...ist eine natugend$e
Verallgemeinerung ein6 wenig beahteten Satzs in Hilbert's Zahlbericht."

3a L.C. Wchingtot, Stickelberge/s thurem lor cgclotonic fields, in the spirit of
Kummer and Thaine, Th6orie de nombre, Quebec, Cmada 1987, 990-993
(1e8e).

35 E.E. Kumer, iber eine besondere Arl, aus compteuen Einheiten gebildeter
Atsdricke, Colleted Papere I, 552-572; in p{ticule p. 553, md )ber die atl-
gemeinen Ruiprocitiitsgesetze unter d,en Resten und Nichtreiten d,er Potenzen,
d.eren Grcd. eine Primzahl isl, Collected Papers I, 699-839; in paticulu p. 754.
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rith Galois group G. Satz 90 is the statement fi-r1C,X"1= I for cyclic G
vhich follows from .frt (G, K" ) : I using the periodicity of Tate,s cohomology
groups for cyclic G.
Flilbert's Satz 91 on the existence of relative units was to be the first in a seriesrf generalizations of Dirichlet,s unit theorem.36 A similm result had ben
xov_ea !V Kummer3T in a slightly different form. The theorem is contained
mplicitly in the index computations in Hasse,s Zahlbericht (Ia, $12; F\r8note
t5)

lihert's Satz 92. Once more, this is a result which was inspired by work
rf Xummer.38 In cohomological form, the statement ,"ra" U-tc,bd j
_(here K/k is a cyclic extension of prime order p md CAot grouf 'Cj.
Coday this is pat of the stmdard thmrems in clms ield thmry known a the
'Herbrand index of the unit group,', which says that in tut g fi-t 1C, A*j'=r.(Ey,: NEa) for cyclic extensions of number fields thai are unramified
:ver1mhere.

Iilbert's Satz 91. This is a forerunner of the principal ideal theorem of class
ield theory. It does not, however, contain Satz g4 as a special case. In contrast
o Theorems 89-92, Satz 94 cannot be traced back tL Kummer. In fact, it
s very likely that Kummer did not even think about the possibility of ideal
lasses becoming principal in extensions: his hvalid prooi rn thut the clms
Lumber of cyclotomic fields is divisible by the class number of any subfield is
,ased on the implicit mumption that ideals do not capitulate.

It seems that the phenomenon of capitulation was discovered by Kronecker
I connection with his investigations of his Jugendtraum: Kronecklrao noticed
t See for iretance J. Herbrmd, Sur les unit6.s d,un corps algflbrique, C. R. Acad.S."l;,1*: 192^(1931), 24-22; and E. Artin, Ute, Oinhe;ien reta:au galoisscher
. tohlhorper, J. Reine Angew. Math. 167 (1932), lS3_156.
' E.E. Kumo, Uber die allgemeinen Reiprccitiitsgesetze unter d.en Resten tnd
!j:h*:t:" d,er Potenzen, d.ern 

^Grad 
eine priizahl *4 CoU""t"a papers I,

- 699-839; in puticulu pp.785-292.
' E.E. Kmer, Zwei neue Beweise d,er allgemeinen Reciprocitaitrgesetze tnter d,enResten und Nichtresten d.er potenzen, f,eren Grad 

"tiiii)iit rr, CoIeiJ
Papers I, 842-882.

' E_l 5)lnm,er,,B"*i\ !"C.4:l Anzoht nichtd,quitotenter Ktusen Iijr dae au .en wurzeln,.tter E.nheit gebild,eten compleren ZaNen und, die id,ulen Fsctoren
aers-eben, Uou@ted papers I, 299_322; in peticuh, p. S2O_322. Weil remaksin this.connction (ibid, p. 9SS): ,,In other 

"o"t""t",'oi"orl", he had many
:T*plp_oj.lgtprincipal ideals in a given field which brcome prirctpat in *mebigger field." What Weil hc in minl frere is p.obalty-Xirii"r," oU""*tio,on p. 209 of the article Zur Theorie^der komptuen ZiAen, Cillected papem I,203-210: "Ich bemerke nu noch, daB sie fdie idealen ZaU""] ... im". ai" for_
f@@)) mnehmen, wo @(o) eine.wirkliche complexe Zahl ist, und h eine gmzeZahl." Of couse this cm be read re ,,every id.;d 

" 
.f;';;;;* principal in

:!: ex.te6l:n e( !Z), where o^: (p),', uui o". -"y-**iii-ile "a"ru alo,t
. Numing that this w6 Kunmer,s way of seing thinls.
' L. Kronecker, Ueber d.ie potenmste gewisser complezer Zohlen, Monatsber.Berlin (1880), 404-407; Werke IL 95-101.
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that & = a(./=i I admitted an unramified cyclic cubic extension I( in which
every ideal is principal and remarked, referring to the splitting behaviour of
prime ideals of ,t in this extension, that ,,it is exactly this fact which contaim
a clear hint at the future development in the theory of power residues, in
particular for the cmes excluded in Kummer's investigations.',{t

Hilbert's remarks after the proof of Satz g4 are quite mysterious: we do
not know what to make of his claim that the reults of Satz 94 can emily
be extended to relatively abelim extensions with relative different 1 whose
degre is not necsuily a prime. It js e6y to make his proof work for cyclic
extensiom of prime power degre, and an elementary argument shows that
Satz 94 then holds for cyclic extensions of ubitray degrre. But there ae
problem even with extensiom K/k of type (p,p): of course the statement
that there is a nonprincipal ideal in k that baomes priocipal in K continues
to hold, but the claim that the clm number of ,t is divisible by p2 doe_s

not follow erily.a2 In fact, the correct generalization of Satz 94, namely the
claim that in unramifed abelian extensions K/k there are at least (K : /c)
ideal cla-sses that become principal, was only proved in lggl by reduction to a
group thmretic problem via Artin's reciprocity law.a3 Incidentally, Kronecker
in his earlier writings used the word 'Abelim' for what is called ,cyclic, today.

Stickelberger's Theorem (Satz 138) gives the prime ideal decomposition of
Gauss sum; its treatment in Hilbert's Zahlbericht is remarkable in two ways:
first, Hilbert does not state (let alone prove) Stickelberger's thmrem at all,
but is content with the special case44 already known to Jaobi and Kummer.
In fact, he doe not even mention Stickelberger's uticle in this connection
although he lists it in his references. The reasons for this omission are not
clear; one may speculate that Hilbert had read Stickelberger's uticle only
superficially.

In 1933, while working on their paper on the congruence zeta function, in
particula of Fermat curves, Hasse and Davenport proved a general version
of the result due to Jrcobi and Kummer. In February 1934, Davenport then

" h". -L, p.101: "Es ist genau dieer Urotmd, welcher einen deutlichen Hiaweis
auf die Weiterentwicklug der Thorie der Poteerete nmentlich auch fiir die
ia den Kumemchen Untereuchugen augcchlwenen Fd,lle enthiilt.',

a2 P. F\:t*engler could prove Satz g4 for unruified extereiore of type (p, p) in Uber
das Verhalten der ldqle d,es Grundkdrpers im Klusenkijrper, Monatsh. Math.
Phys. 27 (1916), 1-15, md a cohomological proof for the more general cue
(ti,-p)_"T be found e.g. in R. Bond, Uimmijed. abelion estereioi o! nmber

.- fields, J. Number Thory 30 (1988), t-10.tt 
9_T-11.!yzu.ki, ,a genemlization oi Hilbert's theorem gl, Nagoya Math. J. 121
(1991), 161-169; for more on capitulation, se K. Miyake, Algeiilc inuestigatiore
d Hilbert-'s lhur3m 91, the principal id.eat thurem,' and, the upitutation p;blen,
Expos. Math. 7 (1989), 289-346

{a 
This i" etually the only plrce in the Zahlberichl that we ee aware of whereIlilbert doe not go to the bordere of what w* knom.
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liscovered this generalization in Stickelberger,s paper, and Hasseas promptly
:lamed Hilbert for not including it in the Zahlbericht- This episode indicates
mw much the generation of number thmrists after Hilbert relie d on the Zohl-
Sericht as a comprehensive reference for the subject.

The smond obsemtion concerning Hilbert's appromh to Stickelberger,s
;heorem is that he ties it in with his study of normal integral bases (siriply
:alled 'normal brees' by Hilbert). A normal basis of a normal extension ft/Q
s an integral basis of the form {tv: , € Gal(K/e)} for some integal z € /c
se $105). For fields ,t of prime degre / Hilbert asmciats to erch such
rormal basis a "root number,' 0 : v * < . tu + ... <l- t - tt-t u, where ( is a
>rimitive /th root ofunity (see $106). Satz 133 and Satz 134 chaacterize root
rumbers by four properties,46 md Satz 135 gives the prime ideal fatorization
>f root numbers up to conjugacy. In the special case where the normal basis is
;enerated by Gaussian periods, the root number is a Gauss sum (,,Lagrangian
'oot number" in Hi.lbert's terminology).47

None ofthese results related to Stickelberger,s theorem made it into the
ist of theorems that Hilbert considered to be ,,departure points for further
rdvances" (see the Preface to the Zohtbericht), and at fust history seemed
o agre with Hilbert. In fact, after the contributions of Andreas Speiser and
lmy Noether,as the topic of normal integral bases lay dormant foi 40 years.
fhen, however, things changed dramatically; for a description ofthe activities
luring the 1970s, the reader may consult Section I !1 i; Albrecht F!,ijhlich,s
rook.4s Research in this area is continuing vigorousiy at the moment.

We hope that the special features of Hilbert's Zahlbericht justify this fust
lnglish edition of it, and will enable it to hold its own 6 a classical text that
eaders will be happy to consult along with the mmy excellent textbooks
I algebraic number thmry which are available today, 100 years after the
Tahlbericht was written.

;EG-i-D.t".p ort,22-2-tgg4:,,Moreover the old proof md the whote matter
see_ms to have slipped from the minds of our genemtion, preumably owing to
Hilbert's irconceiwble not giving it in his Zahlbiricht.,, W" inank e*"i Roqritt"lor this infomation. The letters from Hse to Davenport ae kept in Tiinity

- College, Cmbridge, UK.
'fn9 fou{! property, namely that @ is not m lth porer in k, should be added
_ to Satz 133i it follows at once from e . tO = A.t Cf. A. Weil's ironical remuks i La cgclotomi.e jadis et naguire, S6m. Bourbaki

1973/7.4, no.^Alo]--(juin 1974), Spriager Leture Note M"atl. iS1, or @u-es
scNentiliqtes 3 (1980), 311-328.

d 
f -!g.ei*r, Gruppendetemindnte und Ktirperdishriminante, Math. Annalen 7Z(1916),54e-562; E. Noether, Nom,albasis iei Kiirge* onn" niiin Verzweigung,

^ 
J. Reine Angew. Math. L67 (1952),147-152.

' A. fttihlich, Calois mod,ule structure of algebrcic integers, Berlin, Heidelberg,
etc.: Springer,1983.
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